MASTERS IN CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALITY: EXAM ENTRY FORM

This form should be completed and submitted to the MACS faculty on or before January 20th in the year in which you intend to take the April Examination. Students must also apply for graduation on my.fordham.edu, and complete the graduation requirements by the deadline in the GRE calendar. This deadline is normally the first week of January.

First Name:       Last Name:

Fordham ID(FIDN):       Email:

I intend to take the MACS Capstone Exam in April _____: Yes   No
I qualify for the Spiritual Direction Case Study: Yes      No
I qualify for the Spiritual Discernment Case Study: Yes   No

AUTHORS & TEXTS Please list author's last name, author's first name, and full title.

Ancient Author/Text 1:
Ancient Author/Text 2:
Ancient Author/Text 3:

Medieval Author/Text 1:
Medieval Author/Text 2:
Medieval Author/Text 3:

Modern Author/Text 1:
Modern Author/Text 2:
Modern Author/Text 3:

Contemporary Author/Text 1:
Contemporary Author/Text 2:
Contemporary Author/Text 3: